
Akaki One-Handed Joy-Con Adapter
User Guide

Akaki Kuumeri version 1.0

Check the Etsy product page
for updates

https://www.etsy.com/listing/128053
3644/one-handed-switch-joy-con-ad

apter

A Youtube video about the
device.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l
PrjEzyDCMQ

How to use
Rest the adapter’s roller pad on a surface, or your lap, and move the controller up, down, left, and
right to move the second thumbstick. Push on the button extensions to access the second
Joy-Con’s buttons.
Push the whole device downwards firmly to push in on the second thumbstick.

Inserting the Joy-Cons
To insert your dominant hand’s
Joy-Con, slide it onto the rail on the
adapter.

Inserting the second Joy-Con is a bit
tricky.
First, insert the Joy-Con so that the rail
goes into its slot on the adapter. (top
drawings)
Squeeze the butt of the Joy-Con near
the screw, and the area marked☰ on
the rear of the adapter, and the Joy-Con
will slip into place. (middle drawings)

Removing the Joy-Cons
To remove your dominant hand’s
Joy-Con, push on the small eject button
on the rear of the adapter, and slide the
Joy-Con off.
To remove the second Joy-Con, squeeze
between the corner of the Joy-Con and
the Eject tab on the adapter. (bottom
drawing)



Hand strap
Feed the hand strap through the hole in the handle.

Leg strap
To clip on the leg strap, start from the rear, and then clip
in the front.
When removing the leg strap, in order not to put too
much force on the flexible mechanism, please don’t pull
on the main body of the device. Instead, pry the leg strap
and the roller pad apart to undo the connection.

⚠Caution
The flexible mechanism that transmits the motions of the
roller pad to the thumbstick is made of plastic, please
handle it carefully. Do not force it beyond its end of travel.
It is best to store the device with the roller pad in the neutral position if possible. You can use the
included stick lock (the piece that says Remove) if you plan to store it for a long time, or when
carrying the device.

Notes
The anti-slip sheet in the rolled pad is replaceable. Lift
this clip inside the roller to unlock the sheet, and clip it
back down to lock a new sheet in place.
(It might be easier to perform this by first removing the
roller pad from the rest of the device. To remove the
roller pad, push its shaft out through this hole)

If you find the shoulder button extensions don’t push
on the shoulder buttons correctly, try turning the screw
at the button extension’s arm half a turn in or out. It is
used to tune their motion.

You can change the button mapping in your Switch
settings. Depending on the game, you may find it more
comfortable to map A, B, X, or Y to the shoulder buttons,
for example. Try swapping the left and right sticks’
functions to see which way is more intuitive for you.

Please contact me on Etsy if you have questions or comments.


